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Despite the fact that their original paintjobs, the BD1, BD2, and BD3, are very nice, and in fact great
to fly, Flight1 realized that these still could use some improvement. To that end, Flight1 repainted
the BD1, BD2, and BD3, as well as the BD4 with their new and improved Hi-Cast red repaint and

Flight1 repaints, three year guarantee. The B200 comes in with a nice selection of radios, to suite the
pilots preferences, and you can add your own if you want. With a few extra dollars, you can add one
of their receivers. The Flight1 B200 comes as a two seater and our flight instructor wanted to enjoy

the new B200 to the fullest. The instructor is on the right side of the two seat cockpit, with the
students comfortable, two in a side by side setup, on his left. Although the flight instructor could
have flown solo, I think the company will get a lot of fun out of this arrangement. There are a few
minor, yet important variations in the flight model King Air that have been provided by the Flight1

development team. For example, the King Air has an optional trim system and a much better quality
one at that. The bad news is that this trim system has a limit on the rate of change of trim where it
will become unbearably noisy in the higher rates. On the other hand, on the King Air there is a FAR

Part 23 or SAE certified compass installed that allows the pilot to utilize the autopilot. The autopilot is
originally a CMAS approved system. The same basic, yet slightly better quality autopilot is included
in this version of the King Air. For FSX, this King Air cannot be configured for outside visual, only for

HUD only and the Flight1 King Air is a HUD only configuration. This lets you enjoy the scenery
outside your windows and not have to see the land around you. Back to the HUD and can I say, that I

am really impressed with the use of the touchscreen to provide the full panel GPS with
airspeed/baro/airspeed target, trim, dynamic AR, weather radar and advanced charting. The native
screen is really great but the Flight1 guys have easily cabled their own screen into the system and

provides a solid monitor setup.
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The Flight1 ATR 72-500 is a flyable American
regional aircraft for FSX and Microsoft X-Plane10. [

FULL FLIGHT 1 ATR 72-500 FSX FULL GAME
FIT....more / - | PROFILE FSX FSX FSX EDUCATION

FIT FLYABLE ATC MOD....more / - ] Description:
Textures ONLY for Flight1's superb payware ATR
72-500, in Sabena PH-SCY livery. Hand painted.

Mild dirt/wear effects applied. You will need Text-o-
Matic to install this livery. Textures created for
and tested in FSX, but will work fine in FS2004.

Includes preview thumbnail for FSX aircraft
selection screen. Important Flight1 Support

Policies: All product specific technical support is
handled via our web forum systems. We maintain
a ticket system to deal primarily with ecommerce
issues that the automated systems on our support

page can't handle. These include problems with
your order, website questions, or other issues
related to your orders or Flight1 account. Our
official hours of operation are regular business

hours Monday through Friday (USA time),
excluding holidays. Note about product.key files:
Flight1 has officially ended support for.key files. If
you are having issues with product keys, please
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